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One of the biggest headaches that you can encounter when you have a lawn of your own is weeds.
As long as people have had lawns they have had to contend with weeds and finding different ways
to control them. Unfortunately weed control in Austin can be especially difficult because of very long
growing season we have and the warm winters.

This allows all kinds of different weeds to grow and spread quite easily. The other thing about a lot
of the weed plants is that they only need very little water to survive so the amount of water you put
down to grow your lawn is more than enough for weeds to thrive. Austin lawn care companies know
this truth first hand and unfortunately not all of them do a good job in keeping the weeds at bay.
Most lawn treatments will include a weed control in them but they aren't always the right ones for
the situation.

There are two different kinds of weed control products out there, one is called pre-emergentâ€™s and
the other is called post-emergentâ€™s. The pre-emergent is meant to be put down before weed seeds
have germinated in order to prevent the weeds in the first place.

These are especially useful for the grassy type weeds since these are the most difficult to control
once they have germinated. Post-emergent weed control is meant to kill weeds that have already
germinated in your lawn and this works well on most broadleaf weeds. Depending on the type of
grass you have will determine how well a weed control will work. Lawns like St. Augustine don't
handle grassy weed control so the only way to deal with these types of weeds is to apply a pre-
emergent and grow a thick healthy lawn.

There are a lot of weed controls out there than can cause some serious damage to your turf and
they should be handled with care. A lot of people will apply round-up to their yard thinking will kill
their weeds only to end up with big dead spots in their yard. Depending on the type of grass they
have they may have to wait til the next year in order to heal those dead spots and unfortunately
those bare areas are perfect areas for new weeds to come in a take over since many weed types
spread their seeds through the air.

It is usually a good idea to find a good lawn care company in Austin to handle your weed control so
this doesn't happen to you. Even with the best weed control and doing all the right things you may
still end up with a weed or two in your yard. But with the right company taking care of you, getting rid
of these weeds is as easy as a phone call.
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Williums - About Author:
Get the latest information on everything you need to know about a lawn care.Emerald a Lawns
Austin Care provide professional customized lawn care service for all of your lawn care needs. We
serve the homeowners in the Austin area with professional a lawn care services for both residential
and commercial customers.
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